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Abstract
In this thesis a comprehensive investigation of non-natural vibration on enhanced drilling
performance is studied. The Drilling Technology Laboratory (DTL) at Memorial University of
Newfoundland has been working on a passive Vibration Assisted Rotational Drilling (p-VARD)
tool which helps to increase the drilling rate of penetration (ROP) during laboratory testing and
filed work for this couple of years. It has been proven by laboratory experiments and filed work
that axial vibration can play a dramatically positive role in improving drilling ROP. Meanwhile,
the laboratory measurement and field trial results show that the new passive vibration tool with
sensor-sub can provide compatible and accurate data to identify drill string motions including
rotatory speed, bit orientation, and bit vibrations including axial, lateral, torsional vibrations and
bit whirl. These raw data from each drilling experiment can supply a sufficient research basis for
numerical simulation.
This thesis focuses on the effect of axial vibration on polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC)
bit drilling performance using Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulation and experiments with
the new vibration tool. Drill-off tests were conducted in the laboratory with axial vibration on the
drill string. Vibration properties were adjusted by different settings of spring compliance and
dampening layers. In order to study the cutting performance of the new tool, a PFC2D (Particle
Flow Code in 2 Dimensions) numerical model was developed to simulate the micro-crack
generation and propagation during the drilling process in synthetic rock samples. This
experimental data was used to calibrate this numerical model to real drilling situations. The
analyses of the Mechanic Specific Energy (MSE), the Material Removal Rate (MRR) and the
Depth of Cut (DOC) are compared with a non-vibration case to evaluate ROP and drilling
iv

efficiency. The simulations result demonstrated significant increase in drilling performance when
the p-VARD tool was used in the process. Simulation results of the two types of conditions of
tools were analyzed and compared in lab and field work experiment respectively. The
experimental data agrees with numerical simulation results which indicate it as a promising
method to simulate PDC cutter-rock interaction with DEM modelling using the new pVARD
tool.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research Background
In this thesis, a polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bit is used as the primary bit for the
simulation, experiment and study. PDC cutter was invented by General Electric (GE) in 1971.
During the decades, this new cutter significantly increased the cutting performance and overtook
the roller cone bits in the drilling bit market.
A large number of papers and people have been working on analysing on the interaction
model of PDC (polycrystalline diamond compact) cutters and rock. A series of drilling
experiments were carried out by using experimental equipment, in which load on cutters can be
increased. Experiments were conducted with various loads, cutting areas, cutting speeds, back
dip angles of PDC cutter and rock properties. The experimental results were usually analyzed
with multiple nonlinear regression techniques and new cutter-rock interaction models were
proposed many times. The previous research results show that the cutter area is the principal
factor influencing the force of the cutters. The force of cutters increases with cutting area, back
dip angle of PDC cutter, and rock drilling ability. It is a logarithmic relationship between the
force of cutters and the cutting speed．
In 2008, a software tool was developed by Itasca Inc [1] to simulate the rock cutting. The
simulation and its results can be used to study the mechanics and dynamic process during the
cutting. In the cutting model built with PFC2D, there are three walls with zero friction created on
the sides and bottom, and rock surrounded by the walls and a cutter. In the PFC2D rock cutting
environment, rock is represented by particles. The cutter is set with fixed horizontal speeds, fixed
1

vertical speeds, and a fixed depth to be cut during the procedure. During the cutting, multiple
parameters are monitored and recorded, including velocity, force, depth and energy.

1.2 Research Purpose and Objectives
In this research, the author investigates the comparison between experiment and numerical
simulation towards new pVARD tool. Setting up the numerical simulation for the tool can help
us to model the different hard conditions, such as high bottom-hole pressure (BHP), high flow
rate, extremely high weight on bit (WOB) and different rocks, which is difficult or even
impossible to implement in the real drilling.
Meanwhile, through the analysis of passive VARD tool performance, such as Rate of Penetration
(ROP), cuttings from the field trip and laboratory, we could clearly found that the pVARD tool
help to develop the rate of penetration and increase the drill efficiency. Especially, under specific
Bottom-Hole Pressure (BHP), the pVARD tool in the field work drilling and simulation
indicating a dramatic 3 times to 4 times increased performance increase compared to
conventional rigid rotary drilling.

1.3 Significance Process of Research
Comparing the different drilling methods and drilling tools, it is important to research on
bit-rock interaction of drilling tools by using new method. And then, our ADL group‟s new
drilling tool which named passive Vibration Assisted Rotational Drilling (pVARD) tools were
created, it is necessary to study on potential impacts on penetration rate with numerical
simulation and experimental validation. So, meanwhile, our ADL group brought in DEM
simulation method which is a novel prediction method of ROP for PDC bit in drilling.
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In short, many drilling tests were finished, not only in the Drilling Technology Laboratory
(DTL) in which load on cutters can be increased. Experiments were conducted with various
loads, cutting area, cutting speed, back dip angle of PDC cutter and rock properties. The
experimental results were analyzed with multiple nonlinear regression technique and a new
cutter and rock interaction model was proposed. The results show that the cutter area is the
principal factor influencing the force of cutters. Interaction model of PDC cutter and rock are set
up by DEM model, combining with previous group members‟ PFC model and bit rock
interaction model, a new model which adds spring stiffness and damping coefficient and could
completely simulate the new passive vibration tool was set up by the author.
The force of cutters increases with cutting area, back dip angle of PDC cutter and rock drill
ability. It is a logarithmic relationship between the force of cutters and cutting speed.
During these two years, the author has two major areas, one is the SWD Seismic While
Drilling and another is PFC2D simulation for pVARD drilling. At the beginning of the research,
all the group members joined a VARD tool field trial. It finished all the VARD performance on
field drill off tests, and at the same time obtained SWD data and sensor-sub data for different bits
such as PDC, RC and Hammer bit.
Secondly, the sensorsub data is analyzed. 1) Extract specific sensorsub data for drilling
sections to obtain downhole bit vibration including axial, lateral and torsional vibrations. 2)
Correlate vibration data with time, WOB, ROP, and RPM. 3) FFT analysis. It be done for each
section to check the vibration spectrum which helps to describe bit vibration situation and SWD
data.
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Thirdly, the lab pVARD tool drill off test and SWD test. In this part: 1) we finished nonvibration drill off tests with seismic detection; 2) cuttings collection and heating which is ready
for microscopic analysis; 3) finished pVARD vibration drill off tests with seismic detection: mix,
double strong, double weak and single strong, single weak strength. 4) cuttings analysis under
microscope, simply one by one starting from cutting sample shaking machine.
In the second main research area: PFC2D simulation. In this short two years, the author learned
to use PFC2D simulation in single cutter bit model and to write code. All the parameters are
calibrated and corrected. The simulation program, code and all the parameters match the lab data.
Test the damping coefficient and spring stiffness of the field and lab rubbers and springs, and
then input all the field work data into the PFC simulation and write a journal draft about how to
test that damping and spring. Run all of the real data in the simulation to find the boundary if the
PVARD tool. Damping coefficient and spring stiffness, three ball contact model have been
applied. Dampening tool equation is being discussed and adjusted now. Calculated the MRR,
MSE and ROP data from lab are analyzed for the simulation result and published the paper.
In conclusion, in this part, all the MSE, torque and other data is compared with lab and
simulation. After hard work on cutting analysis, five different strength data and good FFT
amplitude results were got, and this ideal result matched field work result. The seismic data of
three wells in field work is processed using VASTA, and it is clearly identified as S-wave and Pwave. Seismic data is needed to be matched the data of sensorsub. Meanwhile, RC and PDC data
was analysed section by section. In addition, laboratory drill-off tests with acoustic emission
detection and lab scale drill-off tests with VARD and without VARD are conducted. Cutting size
was analysed for interpreting improved drilling performance. Acoustic emission energy for
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explaining improved drilling performance. The author also successfully correlated the
improvement of drilling performance, cutting analysis, and acoustic emission.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Penetration Mechanism of PDC bits
2.1.1 Research and development of polycrystalline diamond compacts (PDC)
Polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) is composed of a polycrystalline diamond layer
and a hard alloy layer. This new material not only has high hardness and high wearing resistance,
but also has the advantage of strong shock resistance. Integrating the above advantages, PDC has
been widely used in earth drilling, cutting of various materials such as non-ferrous metals and
their alloy, hard metal alloys, graphite, plastics, rubber, and ceramics. It is contained with
polycrystalline diamond sintered from diamond powder. Thus, it can be used as separate cutting
unit. Since the development of PDC bits and single cutters, they both have been widely applied
in drilling engineering. In the process of practical drilling，the wear of broken tools is the main
problem in rock-breaking, so the operating performance of the bit directly influences the well
drilling quality, efficiency and cost. Especially, when the rocks compressive strength of the
layers is over 150Mpa，the mechanical breaking of rocks in the drilling process is very difficult.
In this case the drilling engineers must strengthen the breaking-rock tools through changing the
shape and material of the bits. To enhance the working performance of the tool, they also need to
research the mechanism of the rock breaking. PDC bit drilling takes the hard rock properties,
formation characteristics, outer load conditions and the structure of artificial bit cutting rock into
consideration. It will fundamentally and comprehensively address the root problem of the bit
rock interaction.

6

Figure 1 Smith bit standard 6 inch Mi 711 PDC [2]

This PDC bit (Figure 1) have three main strengths: first, minimize vibration to increase
stability and superior wear resistance; second, reduce cutter damage for maximum drilling length;
and third, retain sharp cutting edges for higher ROP.

2.1.2 The role of single PDC cutters in rock stress analysis
The mechanical property and drill-ability of rocks are the basic parameters available for
analyzing and evaluating the anti-fracture and drilling resistance of rocks. In the production
process of a PDC bit，the PDC needs to be inserted into the drill bit，so when the PDC bit is in
the drilling process, its force direction is inclined to press in and break the rock. PDC cutter only
is effected by the normal force and the vertical pressure make the half body space of the cutter
into elastic rock. The radius of the cylinder is set to R. D is the pressure depth of the cylinder. Θ
is the cutting angle, and it also is the angle of the elastomer surface with the PDC axial. The
mechanism of the PDC bit cutters being pressed into the rock is complex, because the cutters
geometrical shape on the bit is difficult to describe. In order to simplify the calculation，the
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force on the bit could be described in several parts. According to Detournay‟s model [3], one part
is normal force on the rock and another is the shear force on the bit bottom and rock. (Figure 2)

Figure 2 Blunt cutter force distribution in Detournay’s model [3]

Where, the normal and shear forces, Weight on Bit (WOB) and Torque on Bit (TOB) can be
computed respectively:

W=
T=

+

(2.1)

+

(2.2)

+

(2.3)

+

(2.4)

The ideal cutter equations for the cutting component of the weight on bit and the torque can
be expressed as follows:
(2.5)
(2.6)
Where, d is the depth of cut (DOC) per revolution.
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Moreover, the researchers also established the formula of Drilling Specific Energy and
Drilling Strength as:
E = T/d

(2.7)
And

S = W/d

(2.8)

Detournay suggested a linear relationship between the specific energy and the drilling
E = E0 + 𝜇𝛾S

strength:

(2.9)

In addition, after the Detournay model [4], Gerbaud et al. [5] created a new model in 2006
which takes both the forces acting on the back of the cutter and the forces acting on the chamfer
into consider:
(2.10)
The total forces on the cutter are consist three components of force: forces acting on the
cutter face (
cutter (

), forces acting on the chamfer face (

) (Figure 3).
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), and forces acting on the back of the

Figure 3 Model of forces acting upon PDC cutter [4]

Based on previous studies, the Ledgerwood research group [6] conducted a series of
experiments to investigate the effect of crushed particles beneath the cutter on drilling
performance. It is concluded that these particles, once they are under hydrostatic pressure, will
have very high strength, and even the lowest strength is close to that of the virgin rock.
Additionally, this study [6] not only focuses on the drill-ability of the different rocks under
hydrostatic pressure, but also proves that inelastic properties of rock have more effect on the rate
of penetration (ROP) than elastic properties[7].

2.1.3 Analysis of the rock cutting mechanism
When analyzing the rock cutting mechanism, there are several conditions to be considered
together, including external load on the tool, the properties of the tool itself as well as
characteristics of the rock. Hence, not only the cutting effect needs to be studied, but also the
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trend and stress state before and after cutting. Mechanical properties are the basic characteristic
of rocks, like the relationship of stress and strain is the basic factor to understand rock. Uniaxial
compressive strength is the ratio of axial pressure and area when the rock is crushed only by
axial pressure. The expression is as follows.
(2.11)

The rock stiffness means the ability of local deformation or breaking under the pressure of
concentrated load, which is expressed by pressure over area.
(2.12)

Plasticity describes the process of rock undergoing non-reversible changes of shape, which
has significant influence on drilling and breaking effects. In the drilling process, a PDC bit can
break different rock formations from soft to hard strength level. In general, PDC bits break the
rock primarily by cutting or shearing, and only secondarily by crushing. The actual breaking
process is depending on different rock formation types.

2.2 PVARD Drilling Tools
Recently, a passive VARD tool was designed by DTL to increase the rate of penetration
(ROP), increase drilling efficiency, and reduce the energy consumption per volume of penetrated
rock. In the past two years, several papers were published related to this tool and many
laboratory tests and a field trial all proved that the pVARD is useful for improving drilling
performance. When the bottom-hole pressure increases, the ROP decreases. The use of the
pVARD tool helps to overcome the increase in pressure, thus increasing drilling efficiency,
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reducing drill time and drill costs. The springs within the axial compliant section provide axial
compliance. The VARD tool provides an optimal level of axial displacement at the drill bit while
transmitting the full penetration rate. See the appendix for the detailed drawings of the VARD
tool, as well as included the calibrations and tests that were conducted in the lab with the lab
scale VARD tool before the field trials.

2.3 Distinct Element Method (DEM)
The Distinct Element Method (DEM), usually named discrete element method, is one of the
numerical methods for computing the motions and effects of a large number of small particles
[8].Though DEM is very closely related to molecular dynamics, the method is generally
distinguished by its inclusion of rotational degrees-of-freedom as well as stable contact and often
complicated geometries (including polyhedral). Nowadays, DEM is becoming widely accepted
as an effective method of addressing engineering problems in granular and discontinuous
materials, especially in granular flows, powder mechanics, and rock mechanics. Recently, the
method was expanded into the Extended Distinct Element Method taking thermodynamics and
coupling to CFD and FEM into account.

Distinct element methods are computationally intensive, which limits either the length of a
simulation or the number of particles observed. Several DEM codes, as well as molecular
dynamics codes, take advantage of parallel processing capabilities (shared or distributed systems)
to scale up the number of particles or the length of the simulation. An alternative to operating all
particles separately is to average the physics across many particles and thereby regard the
material as a continuum. In the case of solid-like granular behaviour formed in soil mechanics,
the continuum approach usually treats the material as elastic or elastic-plastic and models it with
12

the finite element method or a mesh free method. In the case of liquid-like or gas-like granular
flow, the continuum approach may treat the material as a fluid and use computational fluid
dynamics. Drawbacks to the homogenization of the granular scale physics, however, are welldocumented and should be considered carefully before attempting to use a continuum approach.
The DEM method can be applied in many research areas, such as liquids and solutions
dynamics, bulk materials in storage silos, granular matter, powders and blocky or jointed rock
masses. In drilling and mining engineering research, we use it in rock cutter interaction
simulations. The previous research and past DEM modelling work that were done by other
graduate students in the Drilling Technology Laboratory (DTL), includs Babak Akbari[9],
Hossein Khorshidian[10], Mohammad Mozaffari[11] and Yousef Gharibiyamchi[12].
Babak Akbari set up the DEM model to simulate the single cutter of the Polycrystalline
Diamond Compact bit-rock interaction in 2011. In his research, a physical model of a single
PDC cutter is developed, with the ability of changing the parameters. This model is the first time
in our DTL group based on the Distinct Element Method, and it is used to simulate the cutter‟s
interacting with rock surface. Important parameters such as force and velocity can be changed to
reach different results, which will reflect the change on drilling performance.
Based on Akbari‟s research, the thesis of Khorshidian, Hossein [10] added the influence of
borehole pressure and bit hydraulics on the performance of a drill bit.
In addition, Mohammad Mozaffari[11] developed the simulation and analysis a
characterization of Portland Cement-based synthetic rock materials. Focusing on rock properties,
Mohammad tests three kind of concrete, which are strong medium and weak material. Also, he
did correction use the PFC2D model to find the effect of gap on Young‟s Modulus, Poisson‟s
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ratio, friction angle vs CCS, failure behaviour, tensile strength, minimum Particle size and the
resolution of all of them.
Recently, Gharibiyamchi[12] used DEM to simulate the action of the real AGT and the
hydropulse tool. After adding the different simulation scenario in the AGT and the hydropulse
tool, he compared the different result of the simulation with and without shock tool. His
simulation results showed significant increase in drilling performance when the AGT and
hydropulse tool was applied. In addition, he found that the performance of the AGT was better
than that of the hydropulse tool. Therefore, from here our DTL group began to simulate the real
drilling tool, not only just bit or cutters.
Vibrations, Weight on Bit (WOB), Depth of Cut (DOC) and Rate of Penetration (ROP)
have consistently been four primary concerns when designing the DEM simulation model of a
pVARD tool. How to consider these key points and integrate them into the DEM simulation are
the problems to be addressed in this thesis.

2.4 Cutter-Rock interaction
Based on previous literature and research, in order to study the mechanical characteristics of
the cutter during the rock cutting process and to predict the average peak force reaction on the
cutter, a numerical model of rock cutting is established based on fracture mechanics and discrete
element theory. The rock cutting process directly affects the mechanical action of the stability of
the drill bit. The accurately predicted of average peak force on the cutter, the drill bit selection
and design as well as rock cutter interaction structure design are all important factors for study.
According to the numerous studies in the past，Ranman[13] analysis the force of the rock
cutting process. He point out that the peak force on the cutter is three times bigger than the
average force. After that, Copur etal [14] conducted many cutting experiments on a variety of
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rock samples. In addition, Bilgin etal [15] took a rock and cutter interaction study on 22 different
kinds of rock samples. And then, he provided a relationship between the force on the cutter and
compressive strength of rock, tensile strength as well as dynamic and static elastic modulus.
Evans[16]、Roxborough and Liu[17] and Goktan[18] based on the theory of maximum tensile
stress built a force of cutter model in cutter rock interaction process. They argued that the rock
breaking is mainly dependent on the tensile stress of the cutter breaking into the rock. The
module is mainly relative to the mechanical properties of rock and the role of the cutter
parameters. It is widely used in rock-breaking mechanism research all over the world. The
process of the rock reaction on the cutter is simulated and investigated.
The reaction forces on the cutter are obtained with different rock mechanical characteristics
and impacted the conditions of the cutter. The results show that the impacting velocity within a
certain range has less effect on the peck cutting force and the variation of reaction force is
unanimous to rock volume changes with stepwise decreasing. The relationship of average peak
force reaction on the cutter obtained from simulations, experiments and theoretical models was
investigated with the linear regression analysis. From this thesis following chapters results show
that the linear correlation coefficients between numerical results and the results of experiments
and Goktan‟s[18] theory are in agreement with each other. It is confirmed that this numerical
model is feasible to simulate the rock cutting process.
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Chapter 3 Distinct Element Method (DEM)
modeling of the Cutter Parameters
3.1 Brief Description of PFC2D Software
The Particle Flow Code in 2 Dimensions (PFC2D), which was created by Itasca
International, Inc. This company set up the PFC numerical modeling in micromechanics via
Particle Methods and rock-cutting Procedures. The PFC codes are used to simulate rock cutting
to learn more about drilling mechanics[1]. PFC models allow one to define a cutter (as a set of
walls), and move this cutter at a specified velocity and depth of cut across a synthetic rock, while
monitoring forces on the cutter and damage in the rock. In a real borehole, drilling mud produces
a pressure that acts on the rock surface, and this pressure greatly increases the energy
requirements of drilling, it effectively strengthens the rock.

3.1.1 PFC2D Rock-Cutting Environment
A parameterized rock-cutting environment for PFC2D is described in this section.
According to the Itasca company, this environment supports the creation of a bonded-particle
model of the rock, specification of a cutter (represented as PFC walls), the pressure to be applied
to the rock surface, the movement of the cutter at a fixed depth of cut. All of the rock can be
reflected in PFC2D particles. The particle-size refinement procedure in the PFC Fishtank can be
used to construct graded particle assemblies with smaller particles in the cutting region and
larger particles in the far-field region. The PFC2D cutting environment is shown in Figure 4, and
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the parameters are listed in Table 1. The specimen is rectangular (H, W) and confined by three
frictionless walls on the bottom, from the left to the right sides. The cutter consists of a single
wall of two segments (both of length l) that are per pendicular to one another with a back-rake
angle of θ. The confining pressure is P. The cutter is moved horizontally across the rock at a
velocity V and at a depth of cut D.

Figure 4 PFC2D cutting environment [1]
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Table 1 Parameters of the PFC2D cutting environment [1]

According to the manual of PFC2D software modeling which was published by Itasca [1],
this tool uses FISH as its main programming language. PFC Fishtank is used as a consistent set
of FISH functions to extend the range of modeling. With this programming language (FISH) and
efficient modeling tool (PFC2D), a user like the DTL group could use it to simulate the drilling
process. When creating and building the cutting environment, all the relevant parameters need to
be input, including cutter-length, back-rake angle, cutter‟s velocity and specimen dimensions.
PFC2D could then simulate the drilling process on instantly and consistently. Meanwhile, the
PFC gives details and values on every parameter that could monitor the process of the bit-rock
interaction. In addition, drilling mud should also be taken into consideration, because the mud is
viscous liquid which cannot sustain shear stress, it can be regarded as pressure on the rock
surface.
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In order to load the pressure on the rock, several procedures need to be completed. The first
step is to set up the tool which the user needs to simulate on the cutter, and then set up the cutter.
The second step is build up the simulate rock and the wall of the simulation boundaries should be
created at the same time. As such, the load could input from the top of the tool to the cutter and
across crushed rock particles that form under the cutter and finally transmits normal load to the
rock material and average effect on walls or outer boundaries of the system. The PFC2D pressureapplication procedure is complex and has a special file named fist\2d\ch.fis and fist\2d\ct.fis. The
command of this code file to connected chains of particles spanning and transferred the pressure
from the cutter face to the both sides of the wall.

3.2 Simulation of drilling rock, microscopic and macroscopic
Properties
To simulate the real drilling rocks, there are many problems to be considered. It started
from the Itasca company fundamental rock testing to the Ledgerwood [19] research, and then
Babak Akbari research on the PDC bit-rock interaction [9], after the Hossein and Mohammad
rock material test model, till now, the mature rock simulation system have formed. It was set up
by DTL group step by step. Simulating the formation rock under the DEM modeling
environment is a complicated process. Through the efforts of several generations, the rock
simulation has experienced several developing periods.
According to the Ledgerwood [19], to simulate a rock is to establish balance in density,
Young‟s modulus, Poisson ratio, UCS and friction angle. No matter the real rock test or simulate
rock all need to be tested for these parameters to be calibrated for use. For the simulations of the
pVARD tool, the Ledgerwood rock simulation parameters that were used to calibrated and
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simplify the data process. Ledgerwood conducted many triaxle tests simulation in order to
correct the rock he simulated to match with the real rock conditions. The micro-properties of the
rock and the Macro-properties of the rock simulated by Ledgerwood‟s were demonstrated
separately in Table 2 and Table 3. The following idea of Vajdova et al [20] and Wong et al [21]
show that most rocks transit from shear localization to shear-enhanced compaction with
increasing confining pressures, Ledgerwood used this idea in calibrating his simulation rock. In
the shear localization mode, large elastic wedges of material slide past each other along the
combined cracks along diagonal shear planes. In shear-enhanced compaction mode, most of the
rock volume is failed [19]. After conducting a series of triaxial tests to confirm these phenomena
by PFC2D, he observed the exact patterns that in real life. Due to this thesis study on the
efficient of the pVARD drilling tool and use most of the medium strength rocks and concrete
samples (30 MPa<UCS < 80 MPa), this rock is an ideal choice for drilling simulation of the tool
in this case. Meanwhile, based on the Ledgerwood data analysis, the DTL group members
corrected the rock generation code for PFC2D FISH language and could be appropriate for
PFC2D environment.
Table 2 Micro-properties of the rock created by Ledgerwood [19]

Property

Magnitude

Ratio of Maximum to Minimum

1.8

Ball size
Parallel Bond Shear Strength

44x106 Pa

Parallel Bond Normal Strength

44x106 Pa

Minimum Ball Radius

0.35x10-3 m

Ball and Bond Elastic Modulus

40x109 Pa
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Ratio of Normal to Shear Stiffness

2.5

Ball-ball and Ball-wall Friction

0.5

Table 3 Macro-properties of the rock created by Ledgerwood [19]

Property

Magnitude

Density

2650 kg/m3

Porosity

18 %

Normal Damping Ratio

0.2

Shear Damping Ratio

0.2

Local Damping Ratio

0.5

Unconfined Compressive

55 Mpa

Strength (UCS)
Young Modulus

40 Gpa

In addition, for the different drilling rock, microscopic and macroscopic properties,
Mozaffari[22] in DTL conducted a series of tests and modified them in the PFC. In his research,
not only simulate the loose sand stone but also have the UCS and CCS tests for different strength
of rocks. For example, it provided different strength of concrete samples parameters, such as
high strength, medium strength and low strength.
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3.3 Simulating on Single Cutter Penetration Considerations and
Input Parameters
For the single cutter penetration we set up two main kinds of different simulation cutters.
One is simulate like the Lab scale PDC cutter (Fig.3) which is two main cutters and when
simulation this cutter half weight on bit will on it. Another field work scale cutters of PDC bit is
mentioned in the chapter two and WOB also divided by cutters number on one single cutter. The
single cutter all built up like a corner of the wall which was consisted of 00balls to simulate it
and the tool simulation and the load are all built up based on this cutter‟s simulation
It is depends on different scales of the experiments the DTL group did, there are different input
parameters we should take into consideration in the simulation. The lab scale simulation matrix
will be demonstrated in the Chapter 4 and the field work scale simulation will be shown in the
Chapter5. Actually, there are three significant characteristics should be focused on: first, the
vertical force on the cutter; second, the rotary speed; third, the bottom-hole drilling fluid pressure;
forth, the rock types and density; the last is the cleaning efficiency.
Due to the real condition of the pVARD tool, the vertical force on cutter is always the weight on
bit (WOB) add the forces which generated by the pVARD tool (spring force and the damping
force). In addition, because this is the PFC2D simulation, as the normal condition [22], the
constant Revolution per Minute (RPM) of the bit was changed to suit for the PFC simulation,
rotary speed was usually set up on 75RPM [12]. The calculation process will be attached in
appendices.
Meanwhile, the bottom-hole drilling fluid pressure for the lab drill off test is under the
standard atmosphere, for the field work is different between 0psi to 1000psi. For the rock types
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and density, we usually simulate as the medium strength concrete and similar with the red shale
[23].
Finally, the cleaning efficiency should be another important consideration. Development of
the previous studied showed that the most effective cleaning condition in the PFC2D drilling
environment is 1. Due to the one ball in the simulation is contacted with other 4 balls, and the
code and model is set up in a way that it provide a cleaning efficiency of 1, 2 and 3 to the cutting
process. Cleaning efficiency of 1 means that any ball that has maintain only one contact and
three broken contacts is deleted from the cleaning zone. In addition, the cleaning efficiency of 2
shows that any ball that has two contacts or lower (more than two balls are broken) is deleted
from the cleaning zone. A cleaning efficiency of 3 stands for a situation in which any ball that
has three contacts or lower is deleted from the cleaning zone, which means if one contact breaks
between two balls, both of them will be deleted. Since cleaning efficiency level 3 delete
approximately half of the balls in the system, it is too cleaning to be eliminated first. Combined
precious research simulation model of Mozaffari[11] and Gharibiyamchi[12], and also compared
the cleaning efficiency of 1 and 2, after some of the simulations run, it come to a result that
cleaning efficiencies of 1 is the best and it closest to reality. Therefore, level 1 of the cleaning
efficiency was selected for the simulations of the rigid condition and the pVARD tools both in
the field work and the lab.
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Chapter 4 Investigated Lab PVARD Tools
and Operational Mechanism with Discrete
Element Method (DEM) Modeling of the Lab
Scale Tool
This chapter is the paper “Micro-Seismic Monitoring of PDC bit drilling performance
during Vibration Assisted Rotary Drilling” authored by Yingjian Xiao, Jinghan Zhong, Charles
Hurich, and Stephen Butt, and was published in the Proceedings of the 49th US Rock
Mechanics/Geo-Mechanics Symposium, San Francisco, USA in June 2015. The MEng candidate
was involved with the planning and execution of the drilling experiments, the experimental data
analysis, and the writing of the paper. Lab Test Equipment: Drilling Rig (Small Scale Drilling
System) is sued in the test. A laboratory scale drill rig was set up to conduct the PVARD tool
drill test. This Small Scale Drilling System (SDS) constitutes of many main systems, such as the
rotary system, the loading system, the circulation system, the compliance (VARD tools) system,
and the data acquisition system.

Abstract
This study is an evaluation of the feasibility of real-time drilling performance monitoring
using a near-bit AE detection tool in drilling with PDC drag bits under laboratory conditions to
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investigate an improved drilling performance with a new Vibration Assisted Rotational Drilling
tool. This paper focuses on calibrating the micro-seismic response to rock failure mechanisms,
improved Rate of Penetration (ROP) and cutting particle-size distribution. Concrete cylinders
with comparable properties to natural rock were fabricated in the laboratory. Drill-Off Tests
(DOT) were conducted under rigid and compliant drilling with a two-cutter PDC bit.
Simultaneously, micro-crack Acoustic Emissions (AE) from the bit-rock interaction process
were monitored by four symmetrically mounted Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) sensors. The
fracture characteristics were investigated by analyzing acoustic events in terms of event
occurrence rate, and average event energy. Analysis from the DOT indicates that some factors
are correlated with improved drilling performance, including particle-size distribution, vibration
compliance setting and acoustic emission. A stronger vibration compliance setting increases
ROP by increasing cutting depth per revolution and bigger cuttings are generated. Higher
average event energy corresponds to bigger cracking when cracking event rate increases. All of
this has contributed to our understanding of the mechanisms of improved drilling performance.

4.1

Introduction
One of the major problems for field drilling engineers is how to drill to target formations

fast and safely. In drilling subsurface formations a vertical oscillation generator was found to
increase penetration rate [24] and this early stage of oscillation vibrator drilling was called
Resonant Sonic Drilling. After that, both surface and offshore mechanical vibrator were
introduced [25]. Vertical vibration applied to a bit leads to fluctuations in WOB which interact
with rock. A new vibration tool developed in the Advanced Drilling Laboratory (ADL) at
Memorial University was tested for improving ROP [26, 27, and 28]. Laboratory tests have
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shown that controlled amplitude and frequencies of vibration are available from this vibration
tool and the effect of vibration on drilling efficiency and penetration rate was investigated.
Micro seismic events, or acoustic emission (AE), are the elastic waves produced when rock
undergoes internal change, such as micro crack initialization and propagation. In non-destructive
testing (NDT), piezoelectric transducers are commonly employed in detecting and monitoring
micro crack propagation. As an alternative way to „see‟ micro crack initiation and propagation,
AE detection has been applied in triaxial compression tests to monitor the whole deformation
process [29]. Some AE parameters such as dominant frequency, event energy and cumulative
emission counts are related to the different deformation stages. Numerical simulation with
PFC2d models has been used to simulate UCS tests to predict rock failure [30, 31]. In this PFC
model, hit number is scaled by counting crack number under tri-axial compression tests. AE
detection is commonly used in hydraulic fracturing (HF) researches. Fluids has been injected at
high pressure into cylindrical rock to simulate hydraulic fracturing with AE detection of crack
initiation and propagation [32].

4.2 Experimental Setup
Monitoring acoustic emission while drilling was based on drill-off tests along with cutting
collection. A small drilling simulator was applied in this experiment which was used before by
other researchers of ADG [33]. Modification of the drilling system to facilitate was measuring
acoustic emissions and cutting collection. The drilling system is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Generic view of small drilling simulator (left) and cutting collection and acoustic emission
setup (right)

4.2.1 Test Materials
The drill-off tests were conducted on one synthetic concrete with the un-confined
compression strength (UCS) of about 40 MPa. This concrete was made of aggregate, cement,
and water with the mass ratio of 4:1:0.6. The dimensions of the concrete cylinders were 4 inch
outer diameter by 6 inch height. One test sample was required for each variation in drilling
parameters. Before the test, portions of the cylindrical surfaces are ground to flat for attachment
of acoustic emission sensors.

4.2.2 Small Drilling Simulator
The atmospheric drilling is simulated by one small drilling simulator. WOB is applied by a
mass suspended on a wheel and torque by motor acting through gears. There are two settings for
the rotary speed, 300 rpm and 600 rpm. In the paper, only tests at 300 rpm are reported. A
constant flow rate of tap water is used for bottom-hole cleaning.
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A two-cutter PDC bit with an outer diameter of 35 mm was used. A laser sensor was
attached on the moving part of the rig which can measure the bit vibration within a working
amplitude range of 20 mm.
A p-VARD vibration tool is applied on the top of drill string with two compliance settings
labeled medium and strong compliance [34]. The compliant section converts bit vibration into
the axial displacement. And the damping part absorbs harmful vibrations are aim at preventing
the drill-string from damage. In this paper, three different settings of compliance are utilized.
The proposed scheme for compliance setting of drill-off test is listed in Table 4.
Table 4 Scheme for drill-off test with AE detection

Compliance
setting
Rigid
Medium
Strong

Rated rotary
speed (rpm)
300
300
300

Flow rate
(US gpm)
0.68
0.68
0.68

Depth for each run
(mm)
~15
~15
~15

4.2.3 Monitoring Acoustic Emission
Four P-wave sensors were placed symmetrically around the cylindrical concrete samples.
Shear wave couplant was put between sensor and concrete surfaces to optimize signal
transmission. The central frequency of p-wave sensors was 1.14 MHz with working bandwidth
from 0.65 to 1.63 MHz at 6dB attenuation. From the frequency spectrum calibration report, the
wide range of bandwidth guarantees reliable signals obtained from concrete even if the dominant
frequency of signal is not located exactly inside the best working bandwidth. Four PAC 2/4/6
preamplifiers were utilized and the gain which was selected as 20dB is applied in the laboratory
drilling tests. Four customized power supply adapters are connected to these preamplifiers with
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output voltage of 20 volt. The DAQ system was comprised of GaGe CompuScope 8280 eightchannel board and built-in DAQ software. The on-board memory of 128 MB allows saving up to
250 triggered events per channel to the computer disk. The trigger sensor was always put closest
to the drilling source.

Figure 6 Top view of p-sensors distribution around synthetic concrete cylinder

The overall working flow chart for monitoring acoustic emissions is displayed in Figure 6.
All signals are automatically saved to computer disk when all settings are set well before each
run of test. All settings for acoustic emissions detection are displayed in Table 5.
Table 5 Inputs for monitoring acoustic emission
Sampling
P-wave sensors #

Gain

Peak-peak input

Trigger level

4

20 dB

10 V

0.05 V

frequency
10 MHz
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Figure 7 Flow chart for monitoring acoustic emissions

4.2.4 Cutting Analysis Overview
For each run of drill-off test, all cuttings were collected from the fluid flow outlet. The
concrete top surface was sufficiently cleaned for next run of test. Following ASTM standard
D6913−04 [35] and cutting analysis procedure from researchers in DTL [23], collected cuttings
were fully dried and different range of cutting size was analyzed with sieves with apertures 2000,
850, 630, 590, 420, 300, 160, 75, and 37 micron. The smallest size of cutting was assumed to be
10 micron which was convenient for calculating particle-size distribution.
For smaller size of cuttings below 37 micron, no more sieve analysis was done due to the small
amount of mass. Furthermore, cutting size analysis whose sizes were smaller than 37 micron
could be done with hydrometers [36].

4.3 Results
During the drill-off tests, drilling related and acoustic emission data were monitored and
saved automatically. Drilling performance parameters included penetration depth, duration,
WOB, flow rate, bit vibration magnitude. Synchronized acoustic emission data obtained included
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trigger time, events, event number. During each test, cuttings were collected which were used to
characterize drilling performance.

4.3.1 Review of Drilling Conditions
Drill-off tests were conducted on the medium strength concrete with rated rotary speed of
300 rpm. Fig. 8 shows the penetration time and depth when the applied WOB is 220.20 Kg. By
converting axial vibration magnitude from time domain to frequency domain, the dominant
frequency was found to be 4.5 Hz.

Figure 8 Rigid drilling when WOB = 220.20 Kg. PDC bit penetrates around 20 mm on medium
strength concrete (upper left) and axial vibration magnitude varies with time (upper right).
Vibration is converted from time domain to frequency domain (Lower).

4.3.2 Rock Penetration Characterization
Under laboratory conditions, applied WOB on drill bit varied from 220.20 to 515.65 Kg and
corresponding ROPs were obtained (Figure 9). From this figure 9, ROP increases with increasing
WOB for each setting. For the high WOB situation, the penetration rate with the strong
compliance setting was the highest while the penetration rate under rigid setting was the lowest.
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The intersection of the curves for rigid and medium compliance settings indicates that there is
little difference in penetration rate under low WOB situations.

Figure 9 Laboratory rate of penetration (ROP) versus WOB under three different compliance
settings.

To eliminate the effect of rotary speed on penetration rate, both rate of penetration and
rotary speed were normalized to 300 rpm. Normalized ROP was obtained from the actual ROP
multiplied by the ratio of the rated rotary speed over the actual one. The normalized rotary speed
was the ratio of the actual rotary speed over the rated one. Normalized results are shown in
Figure10. The rotary speed decreases with increased WOB and corresponding drag force on PDC
bit cutter increases. The normalized ROP is higher than actual ROP for all WOB situations due
to the slight decrease of rotary speed from the rated one.
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Figure 10 ROP is normalized to 300 RPM situation for eliminating the effect of different rotary
speed (upper) and actual rotary speed normalized to 300 RPM (lower).

4.3.3 Cutting Analysis Results
Particle-size distribution charts are obtained for three different drilling settings in Fig. 11 in
ranges from 10 micron to 2 millimeters. The vertical axis stands for the cumulative percentage
that cuttings are less than indicated size. For any indicated sieve size, the lower the cumulative
percentage, the higher percentage of cuttings is left in sieves. For any cumulative percentage, the
higher of the size indicates bigger cuttings are obtained.
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Figure 11 Particle-size distribution from drilling with rigid compliance (upper), medium
compliance (middle) and strong compliance setting (lower)

From Figure 11, cuttings size is generally bigger with increasing of WOB for all rigid,
medium and strong compliance settings. There is exemption on drilling with strong compliance
setting. Cutting size with WOB of 220.20 Kg is bigger than that with WOB of 294.32 Kg. The
general trend indicates that higher WOB tends to generate bigger cutting size.
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Cutting size is also investigated for three compliance settings under the same WOB in
Figure 12. In these figures, cutting size distribution is investigated for all five applied WOBs. For
lower WOB situations such as 220.20 Kg and 294.32 Kg, strong compliance setting tends to
generate bigger cuttings while rigid compliance setting generates bigger cutting than medium
compliance. For larger WOB situations, stronger compliance settings tend to generate bigger
cuttings.
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Figure 12 Particle-size distributions from different WOB

The reason for the dependence of the cutting size distribution on compliance setting
changing with different WOBs is explained. The compliance system gives different responses to
different axial force, i.e. WOB. The compliance system absorbs and converts the bit motion into
axial displacement with little effectiveness at low WOB. And it works with higher effectiveness
at higher WOB. An obvious role of different compliance on cutting size distribution was
observed when WOB is above 294.32 Kg.
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Cutting size was analyzed with a microscope at 16 X magnification. Some of the magnified
cuttings were identified in Fig. 13. Cutting particles are comprised of aggregates such as
siliceous siltstone and volcanic rocks, and concrete clump containing smaller aggregates. From
these figures, particles sharpness decreases from large size to smaller cutting size. This indicates
that bigger cuttings are re-grinded when bottom hole cleaning is not perfect.

Figure 13 Particles obtained from drilling when WOB=516.65 Kg at strong compliance setting,
whose size ranges from 850 to 2000 micron (upper) and from 420 to 590 micron (lower).

4.3.4 Acoustic Emission Results
Acoustic emission events were recorded during each run of drill-off test. A typical signal
and its spectrogram analysis are displayed in Figure 14. The waveform shows transient
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fluctuations of emissions power with respect to a background level. Each waveform lasts 1.6384
millisecond and comprises of 16384 points. The spectral content of the transient signals ranges
from 50 to 300 kilo Hertz. Considering the drilling process, acoustic emission signal is
comprised of rock cracking, system noise, drill rig vibration, etc. The cracking signal will not be
solely extracted from the continuous waveform in this paper.
The acoustic emission event rate is calculated based on cumulative number of triggered
events during a typical time window within each run of drill-off test. Also, the corresponding
event energy is integrated from the event waveform on the time domain [29]. Then, the average
event energy is obtained from this drilling window. Both event rate and average energy for the
trigger channel are shown in Figure 14.
The average event energy increases with increase of WOB for all three compliance settings,
and event rate slightly increases. Under the same WOB, the average event energy of rigid
compliance setting is the largest and smallest magnitude of event energy is emitted from strong
compliance drilling. The reason is that higher rate of events are generated in strong compliance
settings than that in rigid setting.
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Figure 14 Single acoustic emission from rigid drilling when WOB= 202.20 Kg (upper) and
spectrogram (lower).

Figure 15 Average event energy (upper) and event rate (number of triggered events per second,
lower) from the trigger channel.

4.3.5 Acoustic Emission and ROP
Some conclusions can be obtained by comparing the event rate and average event energy in
Figure16. With increasing ROP, the average event energy increases for all the three different
complicane setting. This correlates with the previous cutting size distribution results. Bigger size
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of cutting is generated with increase of ROP. In this way, higher average event energy correlates
with bigger size of cutting, or in other words, larger crack surfaces during the drilling process.
Under the same ROP, the highest average event energy occurs in the rigid complicane setting
while the lowest average event energy occurs at the strong complicane setting. The higher
average event energy mainly originates from a lower event rate generated with less compliant
setting as shown in Figure16.

Figure 16 Average event energy versus ROP under three different complicane settings.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Rate of penetration increases with increase of applied WOB. A stronger compliance setting
helps to improve drilling performance compared to rigid drilling setting.
Cutting size distribution correlates with improved rate of penetration. The higher the WOB, the
cutting size is bigger. Also, a stronger compliance setting drilling increases ROP by increasing
cutting size for each size range.
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Higher average event energy correlates with higher ROP with increase of WOB, which
corresponds to bigger cutting size and higher event rate.
Under the same WOB condition, average event energy is reversely correlated to compliance
setting. Stronger compliance tends to generate lower average event energy due to higher event
rate.
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Chapter 5 DEM Simulation of Enhancing
Drilling Penetration Using Vibration and
Experimental Validation
This chapter is the paper “DEM Simulation of Enhancing Drilling Penetration Using
Vibration and Experimental Validation” authored by Jinghan Zhong, Stephen Butt and Jianming
Yang, and was published in the Proceedings of the 2016 summer simulation multi-conference,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The MEng candidate was involved with the planning and execution
of the drilling experiments, the experimental data analysis, and the writing of the paper.

Abstract
This paper details a study of Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulation of drilling
penetration and is part of a broader investigation of the influence of bit vibration and rock-cutter
compliance on enhancing drilling performance. It has been shown from laboratory experiments
and field drilling trials that axial bit vibration (induced by modulated bit-rock compliance) can
play a positive role in improving drilling rate of penetration (ROP), and the Drilling Technology
Laboratory (DTL) at Memorial University of Newfoundland has incorporated this into passive
Vibration Assisted Rotational Drilling (pVARD) technology and drilling tools. This paper
focuses on DEM simulation of polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bit penetration and
experimental validation of drilling with and without the pVARD technology, all other factors
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being equal, as a means of both evaluating the pVARD technology and understanding the basis
of enhancing drilling performance. Simulated axial vibration properties such as amplitude and
frequency were adjusted with different settings of spring compliance and dampening layers,
simulating the physical configuration of the pVARD tool used for laboratory experiments.
Mechanic Specific Energy (MSE), Material Removal Rate (MRR) and Depth of Cut (DOC) are
calculated to evaluate drilling performance and efficiency, and are used to compare the pVARD
and non pVARD drilling results. In general, the DEM simulations agree with the experimental
drilling results, and both indicate improved drilling performance using the pVARD technology.

5.1 Introduction
Drilling quickly to hydrocarbon formations is one of the major targets in the oil and gas
drilling industry. Vibration drilling has been proven to be able to dramatically increase the rate of
penetration (ROP) both in the laboratory and field conditions [38]. Researchers in Drilling
Technology Laboratory at Memorial University have been working on new vibration drilling
tools that effectively improve drilling performance based on physical and numerical simulation
[40, 12]. Active vibration has been generated using a hydro pulse vibration tool that was driven
by high pressure fluid [41]. A new vibration tool was designed and tested in drill-off tests with
passively generated vibration during drilling [37]. In this paper, the Discrete Element Method
(DEM) numerical simulation of the bit-rock interaction was used to evaluate the drilling
performance of this tool.
Drilling performance is evaluated by parameters such as rate of penetration (ROP) and
mechanical specific energy (MSE) [41] and material removal rate (MRR) [42]. Within a PFC2D
(Particle Flow Code in 2Dimensions) model, drilling performance is characterized by MSE,
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depth of cut (DOC) and MRR [39, 40]. Material removal rate is proportional to drilling rate of
penetration, while mechanical specific energy is a measure of energy consumed per unit volume
drilled, and, in general, increased removal rate and/or lower mechanical specific energy are an
indication of improved drilling performance.
In short, many drilling tests were finished, not only in the Advanced Technology
Laboratory (ATL) in which load on cutters can be increased. Laboratory experiments were
conducted with various loads, with the same cutting area, cutting speed, back dip angle of PDC
cutter and same rock properties. The experimental results were analyzed with multiple nonlinear
regression technique and a new cutter and rock interaction model was proposed. The results
show that the force on the cutter (half of the WOB) and passive vibration are the principal factors
influencing the cutting efficiency, rate of penetration and drilling performance. Interaction model
of PDC cutter and rock are set up by DEM model, combining with the PFC model and bit rock
interaction model from previous research. Also, a new model which adds spring stiffness and
damping coefficient and could completely simulate the new passive vibration tool was set up.
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Figure 17. Laboratory drilling system [39].

5.2 Laboratory Drill-Off Tests
5.2.1 Drilling Tests
Laboratory drilling was done using the instrumented drilling system shown in Figure 17. In
the experiments, a 2 cutter 35 mm diameter polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) drill bit was
used to drill fine-grained concrete samples with properties similar to low permeability
sedimentary rock. All drilling was done using the same near-atmospheric bottom-hole pressure,
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drilling fluid flow rate, and corresponding bit hydraulics. Rock parameters in the DEM
simulation were similar to the parameters in the lab tests [43].
Compliance was present in the pVARD tool, which was assembled above the drill string.
The bit vibration was monitored using a laser sensor, drilling depth was monitored using a linear
variable differential transformer (LVDT), and weight on bit was monitored using a load cell. All
the parameters were recorded automatically during the drilling process using an electronic data
acquisition system.
Two groups of drill-off tests were conducted: rigid (non pVARD) and compliance
(pVARD) drilling. Fine grained concrete cylinders were used for drilling specimens, 8 inch in
height and 4 inch in outer diameter, with unconfined compression strength of 46 MPa. Tap water
was used to clean the bottom-hole cuttings at atmospheric pressure.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the lab scale bit is two cutters bit. Inputs that were
varied include weight on bit (WOB) and compliance, which control the spring stiffness and
damping coefficient. Drilling performance was evaluated through rate of penetration (ROP),
mechanical specific energy (MSE), material removal rate (MRR) and depth of cut (DOC). [44].
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Figure 18 Single cutter DOC versus WOB for two drilling settings.

Figure 19 MRR versus WOB for two drilling settings.
The third indicator is MSE, which is empirically obtained [38] using
(5.1)
(5.2)
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Figure 20 MSE versus WOB for two drilling settings.

5.3 Numerical Simulation
A numerical model was constructed to simulate the cutting process using Particle Flow
Code (PFC2D). In this model, the material is represented by a flat-joint model that more
precisely represents the drilled material for small scale fracturing processes [45].

5.3.1 Material Calibration
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The PFC2D material is modeled as a series of small balls with a specified size distribution
and contact strength and stiffness. Material calibration is conducted using a built-in library
function which adjusts ball scale material properties to achieve macroscale properties such as
tensile strength (σt), unconfined compressive strength (UCS), and confined compressive strength
(CCS) (Figure 21). First, in the UCS test, Young‟s modulus, Poisson‟s ratio and bond tensile
strength are adjusted in order. Second, bond tensile strength is adjusted to make bond cohesion
match the parameters above in the UCS test. Last, increase bond friction angle to fit with CCS or
Mohr‟s friction angle.

Figure 21 Calibration process of PFC2D model.
Figure 22 Illustration of PDC bit cutting process.
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Figure 23 PVARD tool illustration and
simplification.

Figure 24 Single cutter cutting process.

5.3.2 Model Construction
The single cutter PFC2D models were based on the single cutter drilling scenario described
in chapter4. The PDC cutter back rake angle θ was 20°[46]. The p-VARD vibration tool is
divided into three sections (From the top to the bottom): WOB transfer (top), dampening tool
(middle) and spring tool (bottom), shown conceptually in Figure 23. For DEM simulation, the
tool is simplified into static WOB, damping, and elastic compliance sections. Figure 23 shows a
representative simulation of a single cutter penetrating the model material.
This modeling used the forces equation:
( )

( )

( )

(5.3)

Where M, C and K are the system‟s global mass, damping and stiffness matrices,
respectively, and

and

are constants defined by critical damping of the chosen virtual

material.
(5.4)
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Since cutter horizontal speed is constant, only the Y position force is computed using
( )

𝑔
And, the value of

and

(5.5)

, which stand for damping coefficient and spring stiffness

respectively, come from lab test on the rubbers and springs in the tool. After calibration,
=2×103N.s/m,

=2×106N/m are used.

In Figure 24, the three colored balls stand for three different sections of the pVARD tool.
The first section is WOB from the drill string weight and applied weight from a suspended mass.
The second ball represents the dampening tool which is the significant part in the whole PVARD tool. In the simulation, one of the control conditions, the dampening stiffness changes
from 2.0x103 Ns/m, as with our lab data, to 2.0x1020 Ns/m similar to a steel plate. In addition, the
lowest portion of the tool before cutters is a vibration tool that consists of elastic springs that
transfer the axial force while allowing axial vibration to occur. The single cutter cutting trace is
demonstrated in Figure 25.

Figure 25 Illustration of cutting area to measure the DOC and MRR.
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5.3.3 Simulation Results

Figure 26 DOC versus WOB (simulation).

Figure 27 MRR versus WOB (simulation).

Figure 28 MSE versus WOB (simulation).
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To evaluate the cutting performance in the simulation results, the parameters compared to
the experimental results are the depth of cut, material removal rate and mechanical specific
energy. The depth of cut is directly obtained from the cutter‟s deepest Y-position during this X
distance plot as in Fig. 25. To measure the material removal rate, the blue shadow area is the
removed material volume. This area is integrated from the cutter Y-position versus X-position
plot. The removal rate is calculated from the following formula.
(5.6)
Where Removed Volume is the removed volume of the cutter in the simulation, and Cutting
Time (CT) is the single cutter cutting time in the simulation. MSE was calculated from the
following formula [41].
)

∫(

∑
∑

(5.7)

The simulation results are shown in Figs. 26 to 28 for depth of cut, material removal rate
and mechanical specific energy. In all instances, the drilling performance for pVARD drilling is
better than the corresponding results for the rigid drilling. As well, the results approximate the
laboratory drilling results given in Fig18 to Fig20. To validating the DEM models for simulating
the penetration process and the pVARD tool actions. The simulation results are agreed with all
experiment data, except the Y-axis values of MSE. This is because hydraulic factors, which
represents as the flow rate in experiment, could not be taken into consideration in the simulation.
Hence, the MSE value of simulation in Fig. 28 is a little higher than experiment result in Fig. 20.
It is because the real lab test has double cutter drilling bit, while the DEM simulation only has
single cutter drilling performance. Although these two cutters are in the same bit, this difference
does not influence the depth of cut and the removal rate. There are other reasons, like the
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Figure 29 Y-position (mm) vs time (10-1sec) for rigid and pVARD, two simulations at WOB of
hydraulic factors or bottom hole pressure, could cause result in this energy consumption
difference, which is reflected in MSE. However, they are all within reasonable range and have
same trend, it is obvious that rigid drilling requires more energy than drilling with pVARD tool.
Further evaluation of the simulation results provides insight into the actions of the axial
compliance and dampening functions of the pVARD tool. Fig. 29 plots the Y-position of the
cutter for the drilling simulations at WOB of 2500 N for both rigid and pVARD drilling. From
these data, it is evident that the pVARD drilling penetrated deeper into for the same lateral
traverse distance (since the rate of X-position increase is constant). This accounts for the higher
depth of cut and material removal rate for the pVARD simulations, and since all other drilling
parameters were the same, the corresponding lower mechanical specific energy. As well, the yposition for the pVARD has many more small vertical oscillations than the rigid drilling,
indicating the actions of the pVARD tool elements to generate bit vibrations.
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5.4 Conclusions
In this part of research, the DEM simulations were used to model the drilling performance
of rigid and pVARD drilling and compared with corresponding laboratory drilling results with
comparable parameters. Overall, the DEM simulations agree with the experimental results in the
lab, and both indicate that the pVARD drilling had improved drilling performance compared to
non pVARD drilling, all others drilling parameters being the same. Further DEM analysis
confirmed that the configuration of the pVARD tool acted to induce small amplitude vibrations
at the bit-rock interface.
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Chapter 6 Characterization of the Dynamic
Compliance

for

the

Passive

Vibration

Assisted Rotation Drilling (pVARD) Tool
This chapter is the paper authored by Jinghan Zhong, Stephen Butt, and Jianming Yang .It
has been prepared for submission to a journal. The MEng candidate was involved with the
planning and execution of the drilling experiments, the experimental data analysis, and the
writing of the paper.

Abstract: A series of drilling experiments were carried out by the DTL (Drilling Technology
Laboratory) using a new experimental equipment, which was named passive Vibration Assisted
Rotation Drilling (pVARD) tool. To understand how the specific springs and the rubbers work in
the new drilling tool and how they help to improve the rate of penetration in drilling by applying
the passive vibration to the bit and drill pipe, the author based on the previous vibration tool
testing of the rubber and spring to invent a new testing method. Due to several vibration
analyses of the passive vibration assisted rotation drilling, and in order to set up the future
Discrete Element Method (DEM) modeling with analytical validation, we should know the
accurate numerical value of the damping coefficient and the spring stiffness of the drill string of
the new tool. Experiments were conducted in the mechanical laboratory, which has been
designed to test the PVARD tool inside frequency-dependent spring stiffness and damping
parameters of the specific springs and the rubbers. A hydraulic actuator was set up to apply
different frequencies and amplitudes by the isolator. The bottom part of the isolator is a steel
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plate, which could hold the rubber or springs to fluctuate on the vertical direction; the top part of
the isolator is fixed on the actuator frame. Both sides of this hydraulic actuator have sensors to
record the force and displacement changes, so it can translate the frequencies from 4.5 to 19 HZ
and amplitude range from 0.5mm to 2mm, which match the real pVARD tool field work
condition. The slope of the test graph (force vs displacement) is calculated to obtain the spring
stiffness. Then, the spring component force is eliminated from the total force, and only the
damping force part is left. There are two methods to compute the damping coefficients, one is to
use the slope of the force-velocity curves same as the method of spring stiffness, and another is
directly using the damping part equation to divide the velocities from the based dynamic total
force equation to calculate the damping coefficient. The spring stiffness was proved by the static
state deflection tests and the two methods calculations of damping coefficient are in agreement
with each other. The empirical formula was developed to estimate this new drilling tool damping
and spring parameters under different amplitudes and frequencies. The damping and spring
parameters are used in the DEM simulation of the pVARD tool and show an ideal increase of the
ROP, which agree with the real field trail testing.

6.1 Introduction
To increase the drilling efficiency and the rate of penetration (ROP), a new Passive
Vibration Rotation Drilling (P-VARD) tool was developed by the advanced Drilling Technology
Laboratory. The field application shows that this technology can solve the contradiction and
conflicts among rate of penetration (ROP), weight of bit (WOB) and bottom hole pressure (BHP)
under normal drilling conditions and the drilling efficiency can be increased dramatically. So,
how to calculate damping coefficient and spring stiffness of the new tool is becoming a crucial
problem to the research on the evaluation of the new tool‟s drilling efficiency and these two
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significant parameters need to be inputted into the later DEM single cutter pVARD tool
simulation.
Due to the importance of the mechanical vibration in the drilling tool, several studies have
been done to understand the passive vibration of the drillstring. In the past couple of years, there
are several relevant literatures that were published on spring and damping coefficient testing or
vibration tool designed, but seldom to be taking into consideration and used in drilling and oil
exploration.
The following section describes how this experiment is set up and what kind of specific
damping rubbers and springs were used in this tool. Section 3 presents how to calculate the
springs and damping coefficient. Based on the force and displacement data, section 4 provides
the experiment result, such as the tests matrix, a typical example of how to calculate the damping
and spring using the method and formula in section 3, and presents a new equation model of
specific spring stiffness and damping coefficient under the different frequencies and amplitudes.
Section 5 gives a brief description of the DEM model of the pVARD tool which uses the specific
spring stiffness and damping coefficient which was test in this experiment and shows sample
results. The Y position forces that are transmitted to the rock and to the frame are plotted under
real field trail frequency response functions. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.

6.1.1 Experiment Setup and Materials of Equipment
A hydraulic actuator was set up to test the specific rubbers and springs, which were used in
the new drilling tool (Fig30). The vibratory force was acted on the rubbers or springs at the
frequencies ranging from 4.5 to 19 HZ, which is close to the real field work drilling frequencies
and the amplitudes are set from 0.5mm to 2mm depending on the different length of the rubber
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rings or spring rings. The frequencies and amplitudes were all inputted in the computer software,
which is called LabView and it also could record the force and displacement. (Both the
frequencies and amplitudes are set in the computer software). (Fig31).

Figure 30 Testing equipment set up with two parts of isolator and load is control by a hydraulic
actuator
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Figure 31 Recording computer and input/output national instruments analog (NI USB-6009)

In this experiment, Buna-N (Nitrile) rubber was used as the damping material, known as:
acrylonitrile butadiene rubber as well. The general purpose of this molded o-ring material is
because it has relative economical, excellent mechanical properties and basic resistance to many
common lubricants. Specific physical and chemical resistances vary by compound formulation.
It is also resistant to compression set and tear/abrasion. In summary, Buna-N rubber has many
compound variations designed and strengths to meet specific applications. In the real field
pVARD tool, 24 rings of Buna-N 40A rubber were used inside the tool and each is about13.5mm
thickness. In addition, 30 rings of Belleville spring washers were stalked to form the spring
assembly in the field trail real pVARD tool. In this case, the Belleville spring washers used high-
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carbon steel Belleville dis springs. Its minimum Inter Diameter (ID) is 0.755‟‟, maximum Outer
Diameter (OD) is 1.5‟‟, thickness is 0.045‟‟, height is 0.093”. Since the springs add each other in
parallel and take the lab safety into consideration, we only set up 1to 6 spring rings (Fig.32) to
test and the spring stiffness of 30 springs could be calculated by the mathematical method.

Figure 32 Rings of high-carbon steel Belleville dis springs are
under tests

The following equation shows the energy loss per cycle in a damper in a harmonically
forced system. In the classical mechanics [46,47], the system‟s relative force work is:
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∮

Where

𝑑

̇ . Here we have the steady-

is the damping force. In viscous damping,

state solution equation:
(

)

So, after integration from left and right:
(
̇

)

Hence, we have

(

∫

)𝑑

At resonance frequency, the relationship between damper force, displacement and energy
dissipated can be easily expressed as
(

Where

√ and

̇

√

)

√

. Recall the previous equation, we have

(

)

The damping force is
√
̇

Change both sides form, the equation becomes:
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√

(

)

( )

And then,

Figure 33 Work diagram: damping force VS displacement [47]

As is shown in Fig33 the work diagram are units are (N. m), and the denominator units are
(m2/s), so the overall damping coefficient units are N.s/m.
Table6 and Table7 list all the experimental tests of the rubber O-rings and springs in the
pVARD tool. The amplitudes and frequencies are selected according to previous DTL group‟s
field trail tests. Meanwhile, the low amplitude below 0.5 has no obvious change on the actuator
vibration. Also, high frequencies are out of the range, which is dependent on the value from
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previous tests. Hence, it is not reasonable and high amplitudes are impossible in the lab test
equipment (the rubber will fly off and the range is not reasonable).
Table 6 Tests matrix of the pVARD tool rubber’s O-rings
Rings of
rubber

Frequency

Amplitude

The test result

1

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

0.5,1mm,1.5mm

ideal

2

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

1mm,1.5mm,3mm

ideal

3

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

1.5mm,3mm,4mm,5mm

ideal

6

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

6mm

ideal

12

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

6mm

low frequency ideal(too high
the rubbers fly)

20

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

6mm

low frequency ideal

23

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

6mm

low frequency ideal

Table 7 Test matrix of the pVARD tool Springs

Rings of
springs

Frequency

Amplitude

The test result

1

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

0.5mm,1mm

ideal

2

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

0.5mm,1mm,1.5mm

ideal

3

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

0.5mm,1mm,1.5mm,2mm

ideal

4

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

0.5mm,1mm,1.5mm,2mm

ideal

6

4.5Hz,7Hz,17Hz,19Hz

0.5mm,1mm,1.5mm,2mm

Ideal for heavy load. If add more
than these, it will too dangerous

The data of displacement, force and velocity vs. time were subtracted by their mean values,
followed by high-pass filtering. The effect of raw record data and filtering on sample is shown in
Fig.34, with a vibration frequency of 19 Hz and displacement amplitude of 2 mm for each ring.
The diagram of total force was generated according to these values. This generated diagram is
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then used to estimate the spring stiffness. In order to find the damping coefficient, the stiffness
component was subtracted from isolator force with the slope of the force-velocity curves and the
area.

Figure 34 Effect of the raw record data (Left) and after filtering data (Right) on 15kN load, 2mm
amplitude and 4.5Hz 6rings springs.

The process of the damping calibration is shown in Fig35 and Fig36. First, the spring
constant is the slope of the curve, force versus displacement, in the Fig35. The slope K can be
calibrated and the displacement is given, so the spring force can be obtained in this step. The
second step is to find the area of the damper force. The damper force is the result of the total
force minus the spring force. In addition, the Fig36 has revealed that the damper force versus the
velocity where the slope of the curve defines the damping coefficient of this test.[47]
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Force (KN) VS Displacement (mm)

Figure 35 Springs constant, the slope of the dashed line

Figure 36 Damper force (KN) versus velocity (mm/s)

In summary, in the Fig36 we can see that, the slope of the damper force versus velocity can
give the damping coefficient of the test material.
At each frequency and amplitude, the corresponding spring constant and damping
coefficient can be found. To predict stiffness and damping, a response surface and regression
model was then developed with the spring constant and damping coefficient. Fig.37 and Fig.38
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show the response surface and the regression equations. The points in the figures are the values
of spring constant and damping coefficient.

Figure 37 Change in the spring constant (KN/mm) with frequency (Hz) and Amplitude (mm)
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Figure 38 Change in the damping coefficient (N.s/mm) with frequency and amplitude

With frequencies from 4.5Hz up to 19 Hz and amplitude from 0.5 to 2 mm, we have the
expressions to predict the spring constant and damping coefficient.
𝑎

𝑏

𝑐

𝑑

𝑒

𝑓

𝑔



𝑎

𝑏

𝑐

𝑑

𝑒

𝑓

𝑔



0.43 4473 50 9 47
9.
0480 687009
0. 874 6797489446
𝑑45.75
7849876
0.57450 8936596
.59593 56 33 03
43.8756755654609
4.766 7460 997
0.0 9353 580888564
.45 53457 4 365
0. 50070 9 3 485
40.4507306869378
90.0960850988 98
0.703365538 3
4.6353075356960
3.95 08387653934

In which x is the amplitude, y is the frequency.
The following are some examples of the tests data result of the springs and rubbers.
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8

Table 8 The tests data result of the 6 rings springs
Analysis result of the 6 rings springs data
The amplitude and the
frequency :

K (kN/mm)

Peak damping
(N.s/mm)

Average Damping
(N.s/mm)

Field work 6springs 7hz 2mm
1.5kn

8.621898

8.41115

5.0299

Field work 6springs 7hz 0.5mm
1.5kn

5.621146

32.65945

5.086

Field work 6springs 7hz
1.5mm 1.5kn

8.086565

9.49945

5.06175

Field work 6springs 7hz 1mm
1.5kn

7.4554

6.09445

5.0294

Field work 6springs 19hz 1mm
1.5kn

8.2838

5.3225

5.0266

Field work 6springs 19hz
0.5mm 1.5kn

8.8754

6.80445

5.0294

Field work 6springs 7hz 2mm
15kn

24.259642

36.3892

5.02935

Field work 6springs 7hz 1.5mm
17kn

32.839353

27.51435

5.02794

Field work 6springs 17hz 2mm
15kn

28.59872311 33.5279

5.02795

Field work 6springs 19hz 2mm
15kn

27.21809

28.11955

5.1554

Field work 6springs 17hz
1.5mm 19kn

36.09369

26.9224

5.02925

Field work 6springs 19hz
2mm 1.5kn

11.834

7.4004

5.4004

Field work 6springs 17hz
1.5mm 1.5kn

14.79507

12.1316

5.29395

Field work 6springs 19hz

11.43958

9.7624

5.098
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1.5mm 1.5kn
Field work 6prings 7hz 1.5mm
15kn

15.67999

17.30115

5.02345

Field work 6springs 7hz 2mm
15kn

44.37732

47.0548

5.00985

Field work 6springs 17hz 2mm
15kn

22.48435

42.0213

5.01925

Figure 39 Three rubber O-rings test data under 5mm amplitude with different frequency
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Figure 40 Three rubber O-rings test data under 19Hz with different amplitude

Comparing the Fig39 with Fig40, it is clearly shown that, in the rubber test, when the
amplitude is within 5 mm and the frequency changes, there is no significant influence on the
damping change. Note that 5 mm amplitude is reasonable for 3 rings. On the contrary, with a
fixed frequency, once the amplitude changes from 3mm to 5mm, the damping has an obvious
change. Consequently, finding the reasonable range of the amplitude is important. The rubber
used in the field trail is 12.5 mm thick with 50% compression on it, based on the previous
research. Hence, 12 mm amplitude is a wise choice to be selected for 20 rings. The result shows
that it is really ideal and approximately close to the real field trail data for the test.
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Rubber
20 rings 4.5hz 12mm 28-8
20 rings 7hz 12mm 28-9
20 rings 14 hz 12mm 28-10
20 rings 17hz 12mm 28-11

K (kN/mm)
0.031808
0.032617
0.032118
0.037203

C1 (Ns/mm)
0.4224
0.2845
0.2319
0.3936

C2 (Ns/mm)
1.654
1.3047
1.0278
1.2649

C3 (Ns/mm)
1.0042
1.0029
1.0276
1.0045

Figure 41 A classical calculation graph and data of the rubber’s damping.

Fig41 shows that the 20rings rubber damping data and the C3 is the average value of the
damping coefficient. From the equation of the parallel rubbers damping, based on the 20 rubber
rings damping, it can get the 24 rubber rings damping, which is the damping of the field trail
rubber. Because in the design the rubbers and the springs are parallel, it added the springs‟
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stiffness in the future simulation too. The average damping was 2.0Ns/mm which means
2×103Ns/m. It was put in the PFC2D simulation.
Both the frequency and amplitude can affect the spring constant. Preliminary test results in
DTL field trail report shows that the amplitude was less than 1.5 mm for each rings. Hence, the
amplitude was set as 1 mm. When the frequency is higher than 19Hz, the damping coefficient
only depends on the frequency. Hence, the amplitude is eliminated from the equation when
predicting the damping coefficient under this occasion.

6.2 Analysis and Conclusion
Hundreds of tests were conducted to find the spring stiffness and damping coefficient of the
specific rubbers and springs under the reasonable range of the frequency and amplitude which
consistently match with the new pVARD tool. The mainly frequency-dependent spring stiffness
and the amplitude-dependent of the rubbers are set in the drilling machine, and are two important
goals in the test. The pVARD tool is designed to generate the vibration with different frequencies,
which could increase the rate of penetration in the drilling process. The test results were used to
derive the equations for spring constant and damping coefficient. Then, these parameters were
then used to calculate the transmitted force to the PDC bit and drill pipe, with a PFC model.
From the result, it is shown that the springs let most of the generated force transmitted to the drill
pipe, with some dynamic amplification. However, the damping of the rubber reduces the force to
the PDC bit.
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In the future, with many non-zero deflections, different material rubbers damping can be
tested to improve the spring-damping model. Also, it is possible to improve the rock cutter
interaction model by working on complexity and precision. This will lead to a better predictive
model to test the performance of vibration force in the drilling engineering.
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Chapter 7 DEM Modeling of the PVARD
Drilling Under Field Conditions
7.1 Field Trial Summary
In 2014, the Drilling Technology Laboratory at Memorial University conducted field
drilling trials of several technologies that were developed at the lab, including the pVARD
drilling tool, the SensorSub (a downhole logging-while-drilling tool), techniques to accurately
measure bits wear and damage, dynamic drilling and drillstring vibration models, and seismicwhile-drilling (SWD) applications. This work was done at Greenslades Construction Quarry in
Conception Bay South, Newfoundland and Labrador where 3 vertical wells were drilled through
shale formations ending in a basement of igneous rock, which was assumed to be granite. Figure
42 shows the drill rig, research personnel and some drilling tools on-site, while Figure 43 shows
a plan of the field site and a geological section showing the formations penetrated by the 3 wells.
The 2 main shale formations penetrated were the upper grey shale and the deeper red/green shale,
both of which had estimated UCS of approximately 50 to 60 MPa. Further details of the field
trial are given in the Field Trial Report [48].
For field drilling, the pVARD tool was mounted in the bottom-hole-assembly (BHA)
near the bit and was used with a 152 mm diameter PDC Bit. Figure 44 outlines the typical BHA
configuration used for pVARD drilling and Table 9 outlines the specifications of the PDC bit.
For most drilling, drill-off-tests were conducted where the WOB was held constant over
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Figure 42. The field drilling site showing the pVARD tool (left), the PDC drill bit (center)
and the SensorSub (right). [48].

measured depth intervals of 1 to 3 m and then increased and held for the next WOB increment.
ROP was then calculated for each WOB increment.

Table 9. Specifications of the M716 PDC bit used in the field drilling [48]

Design Specifications
Bit gauge diameter

152 mm

Total cutters

28

Cutter size

16 mm

Face cutters

21

Blade count

7
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Nozzles

2 fixed ports, 3 adjustable ports

Range of WOB applied

40KN to 140 KN

During the field trial, the pVARD tool was evaluated using 3 different compliance
settings by changing the configuration of the elastic springs, as summarized in Table 10. It was
observed that the drilling ROP was increased when using the pVARD tool (as compared to
drilling without the pVARD tool for drilling the same formations and at the same WOB) but only
for some compliance settings. This is shown in Figure 45 for drilling in the red shale, which
shows that for drilling with Configuration #2, the ROP is greater than conventional drilling over
the range of 6000 to 10000 kg (60 to 100 kN) WOB, while ROP is no better than drilling without
the pVARD tool (Conventional Drilling) for WOB above or below this range. Similarly, drilling
with Configuration #1 showed no difference in ROP for pVARD and Conventional Drilling.
Analysis of these results indicated that the pVARD tool increased ROP for the range of WOB

Figure 43. Geological section of the field site constructed from the well
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drill cuttings analysis. [48].

that corresponded with approximately 25% to 75% of the total spring closure or flat load. It was
showed that within this optimal range, the pVARD tool kept the bit in good contact with the rock
but had enough compliance to allow the cutters to vibrate axially due to the cutter actions. For
WOB above this optimal range, the springs would be compressed to the point where axial
vibrations would have low or even negligible amplitude and be the same as non p-VARD or
conventional drilling. For WOB below the optimal range, the compliance would be too high and
allow the bit to momentarily ride over the rock surface and reduce the penetration rate. The
objective of the research outlined in this chapter was to test and evaluate this theory by
specifically simulating the field trial drilling for pVARD configuration #2 (as shown in Figure 45)
utilizing the DEM pVARD simulation methodology developed in Chapter 5 and the full scale
pVARD tool compliance characterization given in Chapter 6.

Table10. pVARD tool configuration for the field trials.[48]
S.no

Parameters

Values

1

O.D

4 inch

2

I.D

⁄

3

Length of tool

12 ft. (Approx.)

4

Type of spring

Belleville spring washers

5

Number of springs

30

6

Dampening material

Neoprene rubber

7

Working load

3120 lbs, 6240 lbs, 9360 lbs

8

Flat load

4380 lbs, 8760 lbs, 13140 lbs

9

Deflections at working load

1.68", 0.84", 0.56"
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inch

Figure 44. The pVARD tool Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) for field trials [34]

Figure 45 Drilling test results showing ROP for drilling in Red Shale with various pVARD and non
p-VARD configurations. [34]
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7.2 DEM Input Data
The parameters needed for the pVARD tool simulation are outlined in Chapter 5 dealing
with the lab scale pVARD tool simulation. To simulate the field scale pVARD drilling, the same
DEM parameters were used but adjusted to match the field scale pVARD tool (Configuration #2)
and the field trial drilling data, both as shown in Figure 45. The determination of these
simulation parameters is given below.

Non varying Drilling Parameters


Rotary Speed = 80 rpm



Rock strength = 50 MPa



Bit hydraulics cleaning efficiency = 100%

Bottom-hole Pressure
For the drilling data given in Figure 45, the bottom-hole pressure averaged approximately
200 psi. However, it was important to conduct the simulations at lower BHP, including drilling
under atmospheric conditions, and at higher BHP to predict performance at greater depths than
encountered in the field trials. Therefore, BHP were used with values of 0, 100, 200, 500 and
1000 psi.
Vertical Cutter Forces
As outlined in Chapter 5, there is one static component and two dynamic components of
the vertical force applied to the cutter:
1) Static WOB: F1=mg, where m is the buoyant mass of the drill string and g is gravity;
2) pVARD damping force: F2=Cv , where C is the damping coefficient and v is cutter y-velocity;
3) pVARD spring force: F3=Kx , where K is the spring stiffness and x is the spring displacement.
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From the range of WOB used in the field trial, as shown in Figure 44 the values of WOB used
were 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, and 140 kN. From the dynamic characterization of the damping
material in Chapter 6, a damping coefficient of C = 3103 Ns/m was used. For pVARD
configuration #2, 30 belleville springs were used, so the corresponding spring stiffness was
calculated using

which gives K ≈ 1.5 kN/mm.

7.3 DEM Simulation Results
DEM results were analysed following the methodology given in Chapter 5 and given as
MRR, MSE and ROP at each combination of WOB and BHP for both pVARD and Rigid (non
pVARD) conditions. Figures 46a and 46b compare the results of the pVARD and Rigid drilling
results on the same graphs. These results show that pVARD drilling is improved relative to rigid
drilling for WOB of 60, 80 and 100 kN, with higher MRR and ROP, and lower MSE. For WOB
below or above this range (40, 120, and 140 kN), there is essentially no difference between the
pVARD and Rigid drilling. These results agree closely with the pVARD field data shown in
Figure 46, which shows higher pVARD ROP for WOB of 60, 80 and 100 kN (6000, 8000 and
10000 kg in Figure 46(a)) and essentially no difference for WOB above or below this range
(10000, 12000 and 14000 kg in Figure 46(a)). As expected, ROP and MRR decrease and MSE
increases with increasing BHP, however, the improvement in pVARD drilling within the optimal
range of WOB occurs for all values of BHP.
Figure 47 presents the same data arranged with all WOB curves for pVARD and Rigid
results on the same graph. Evaluation of this data shows the same observation as for Figure 46(a)
and 46(b), namely that pVARD drilling is improved relative to Rigid drilling for WOB of 60, 80
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and 100 kN, and essentially the same for other WOB. Once again this agrees with the field
drilling trial results given in Figure 45.
Overall, these results suggest that the DEM simulations have captured the same bit-rock
interactions as the pVARD field drilling with a similar net influence on drilling penetration rate
and specific energy. Further evaluation of this is the focus of future research.
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Figure 46(a) MRR, MSE and ROP for WOB of 40, 60, 80, and 100 kN and bottom-hole pressure
ranging from 0 to 1000psi. MRR, MSE and ROP are in units of 10-3 m3/s, KJ/m3, and 10-2 m/s,
respectively.
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Figure 46(b) MRR, MSE and ROP for WOB of 120 and 140 kN and bottom-hole pressure ranging
from 0 to 1000psi. MRR, MSE and ROP are in units of 10-3 m3/s, KJ/m3, and 10-2 m/s, respectively.
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Figure 47 Comparison of MRR, MSE and ROP for rigid and pVARD drilling at all WOB and
bottom-hole pressures. MRR, MSE and ROP are in units of 10-3 m3/s, KJ/m3, and 10-2 m/s,
respectively.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work
8.1

Summary and Conclusion

This final chapter is about the conclusions and future work of the rock cutter interaction and the
pVARD tool simulation. The results will also be compared. The process of the rock cutter
interaction is simulated and investigated. The vibration force on the cutter has changed with
different weight on bit, damping coefficient, spring stiffness and bottom-hole pressure. The
simulation result demonstrated that the impacting velocity within a certain range (X-velocity and
rigid tool Y-velocity) has less effect on the cutting force. The variation of the vibration force is
unanimous to rock volume changes with stepwise decreasing, such as the changing of MRR and
average ROP.

In this thesis, two drilling tools are simulated and compared, which are pVARD tool and rigid
(no vibration) drilling tool. Meanwhile, the field trial and lab tests were all conducted during this
research time. The purpose of the simulation is to compare the performance of the new pVARD
tool on some of the key factors, such as the rate of penetration (ROP), the Depth of Cut (DOC),
Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE) and Material Removal Rate (MRR). Moreover, another
purpose is to analyze the axial compliance, which comes from the pVARD tool during the
drilling process, such as the damping coefficient of the rubber and the spring stiffness of the Orings springs in the tool. Finally, the most significant outcome of this research and simulation is
to get the boundary of the pVARD tool use and provide a directive standard which cannot get in
the field work to pVARD tool user in the future. The simulation result is discussed and analyzed.
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According to the simulation result the pVARD tool has an obviously higher average ROP and
MRR performance than the rigid (no vibration) tool under the reasonable drilling WOB and
bottom-hole pressure.

8.1.1 Axial Compliance and Effect of PVARD Tool
As mentioned above, axially compliant section and energy absorbing section in the pVARD tool
equipment are most important factors influencing the drilling performance. From this two
sections, damping and spring vibration tool is generally useful when keeping the drill string from
the PDC bit. It means that the pVARD tool has the Bruna-N rubber rings and springs tool, which
has axial compliance and absorbing the extra energy, while the previous rigid tool does not. In
order to analyze the axial compliance from the springs and rubber, extra simulations and lab tests
were conducted. The other parameters keep the original values, such as load and frequency on
the materials. Finally, except the simulation for the tool itself, the author built the relationship
between the amplitude, frequency, spring stiffness and the damping coefficient. It not only
provide a real simulation parameters for the PFC simulation approximately near the experiments,
but also give a reference value to the future pVARD tool work and simulation.

8.1.2 Conclusion
In this thesis, two drilling tools are simulated and compared, which are pVARD tool and rigid
(no vibration) tool both under lab scale and field trail real scale work. The parameters of the
simulation environment are the real data from lab experiment and field work trial. The
simulation environment is built using PFC2D modelling tool. Some important parameters are
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calculated by the author before input, such as spring stiffness and damping coefficient.
Meanwhile, the field trail and lab were all conducted by DTL group. In the simulation, the WOB
are kept at 40KN, 60KN, 80KN, 100KN, 120KN and 140KN respectively, but the bottom-hole
pressure increases with the values of 0, 100, 200, 500, 1000psi. Then the MSE is increased with
the bottom-hole pressures but the pVARD tool is increase much smaller than the no tool
simulation. At the same time, MRR and ROP values above are also simulated for each different
WOB. During the idea range of the 60000N to 100000N, the ROP and MRR values show that
the pVARD tool could directly improve the drilling performance which agrees with the field
work test. It is the significant contribution of the author during this two years research, no matter
work in the lab, field trail or computer room overnight every work days. It provide a new tool
and new simulation method could use in the bit rock interaction study.

8.2 Future work
In this PFC simulation the author only used the medium strength rocks, which similar with the
red shale in the CBS, NL field trail and concrete samples in the DTL lab. However, in the future
this simulation could expand to the higher or lower strength and different types and
characteristics of rocks. Meanwhile, as the development of the software, not only the PFC2D, the
new DEM simulation software like PFC3D or even the FDEM simulation software also could
use in the drilling engineering bit rock interaction simulation.
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Appendix A
MSE and MRR and Average ROP Calculation
a) MSE Value Calculation
MSE is amount of energy consumed to remove specific volume of rock. According to the classic
theories and formulas of the energy and force:
W = F*d (1)
Where W represents the amount of work that is done by force F over a length of d.
The MSE value computational process could be separated into two different methods.
The first one is for the experiment, which related to the torque:
(2)
Where: MSE = Mechanical Specific Energy (psi)
WOB = Weight On Bit (lb)
RPM = Rotations Per Minute
Torque = Rotational torque (in-lb)
Ab = Cross sectional area of bit (in2 )
ROP = Rate of Penetration (in/hr)
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For the general condition and the simulation part, every time-step the amount of energy
consumed on the cutter is calculated using cutter displacement and amount of force applied on
the cutter. They all were set up and calculated in the PFC2D simulation. At the end of the
process, total energy consumed over the entire process is calculated. Using this energy and the
removed volume that was calculated, the MSE value can be calculated as follow:
; (3)
So, in the simulation, MSE is:
∫(

)

∑
∑

(4)

b) MRR Value
For MRR value calculation, it used a method similar to differential and integration in calculus.
First, it needs to calculate the total area of cutting. By recording the vertical(Y-position) and
horizontal (X-position) position of the cutter, it could simply compute the area of every
minimum time span. Then, by adding up all the small unit areas, there is the value of cutting
area. Hence, the MRR value can be computed by dividing the volume by time-step length. The
simply volume calculation for a bulk is base times height which is: a*b*h. Using Excel
worksheet, all of the rectangles are then added up to calculate the total volume of removed rock
over a specific period of simulation time. Dividing this volume by drilling time, the MRR value
for the process is calculated.
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MRR=

(5)

Due to the number of data point (time-step) exceed 400000 especially in the field work
simulation, both MSE and MRR values for the different simulation runs are calculated using
Excel sheet, and then output in the Matlab and process in the Matlab code. Since the time-step is
in a pretty short flash, the simulated result shows that the MSE and MRR parameters is close to
the real value, which meet the demand for measuring precision.
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